
Paws4Survival.com Usability Testing 
Introduction 

On April 24th, 2020 Quinnipiac University Graduate Student, Dana Fusek, conducted a usability study on 

Paws4Survival.com. Paws4Survival is an animal rescue and adoption service that primarily rescues dogs 

and cats from the streets of Puerto Rico providing animals with vet care, socialization, and fostering in 

the United States until adoption. The goal of the usability test was to gain user insight and find the best 

areas of focus when redesigning the website.  

Due to the widespread pandemic, COVID-19, a shelter in place order was issued across the United 

States. Therefore, sessions had to be done remotely via webcam applications.  

Session Description 

Three participants were asked to participate in three different video sessions throughout the day using 

Zoom. Each participant was asked to sign a consent form with permission to record audio. Audio was 

recorded throughout the introductory question section, task section, and concluding questions. 

Participants were also asked to share their screens via a Zoom add-on apart from Participant 1 who was 

using Zoom via an iPad application and could not find a share screen option.  

Participants answered introductory questions about their backgrounds and experience using the 

internet.  

Participants were then instructed to click the hyperlink in the chat function to navigate to the 

Paws4Survival Website. Each participant was given two minutes to describe their initial thoughts on the 

homepage only.  

Participants were then asked to complete five tasks focusing on three important areas of the website: 

adoption, donating, and volunteering. Once the tasks were completed, participants were asked to 

describe general feelings on the websites and thoughts for improvement.  

Participants 

Participants range from 27 years old to 70 years old and described having varying experience and 

comfort when using the internet. Two participants reside in two Connecticut suburbs, while another is 

from urban Philadelphia, PA. Two participants represent a female demographic and one represents a 

male demographic.  

Dana also asked if they owned any pets. Participants 1 and 2 described owning one dog each, while 

Participant 3 said she does not own a pet herself, but that her roommates have two cats.  
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Table 1: Participant demographics 

  
Participant 1: Rick 

Session 1: 4/24, 1 p.m. 

 
Participant 2: Cassie 

Session 2: 4/24, 3:30 p.m. 

 
Participant 3: 

Stephanie 
Session 3: 4/24, 5:15 p.m. 

 
Demographics 

 
Age: 70 
Gender: Male 
Profession: Retired Project 
Manager 
Location: New Milford, CT  

 
Age: 27 
Gender: Female 
Profession: Marketing 
Director 
Location: Philadelphia, 
PA 

 
Age: 28 
Gender: Female 
Profession: Freelance 
Web Designer 
Location: Farmington, 
CT 

 

Participant 1: Rick is a 70-year-old retired Project Manager for an electric company where he worked for 

44 years. In the introductory questions Rick said that he is not a frequent internet user. When asked 

how many hours a week he spends on the internet (not including checking email) he said, “doesn’t 

include email. Okay. Then I probably spend an hour to an hour and a half” only using it mostly to shop, 

check recipes or check property listings. Rick had never visited the Paws4Survival website before this 

study.  

Participant 2: Cassie is a 27-year-old Marketing Director for a Chik-Fil-A restaurant in Philadelphia. In the 

introductory questions Cassie said that she spends about “four to six hours a day” (not including 

checking email) on the internet using it both for work in event planning. She also spends time on the 

internet watching YouTube videos and looking up DIY projects. Cassie has never visited the 

Paws4Survival website before this the study.  

Participant 3: Stephanie is a 28 year-old Freelance Web Designer who works on websites for multiple 

small to midsize businesses. In regards to how often she uses the internet (not including checking email), 

Stephanie said, “I would say most of my waking hours so like 12 hours a day-ish 10 to 12 hours a day… 

Say between like 70 to 80 hours a week.” This is mostly due to her profession, but also to watch 

YouTube videos and check her social media in her free time. Stephanie had never visited the 

Paws4Survival website before this study.  

Tasks  

Participants was asked to perform five tasks using the Paws4Survival Website to find information. After 

each task was completed, participants were asked to rate the task on a scale of 1 to 5.  

By using a stopwatch on Dana’s phone, she recorded how long the task took starting the stopwatch after 

she read the question. The stopwatch was paused before asking a follow up to rate the difficulty. The 

ratings were based on participants’ individual ratings of difficulty using a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being a very 

difficult to complete to 5 being very easy to complete.)  



Task #1: Pretend you wanted to adopt a dog and decided to use Paws4Survival. How would you go 

about doing that on this website? _____________________________________ 

➢ On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being very difficult to 5 being very easy) how would you rate the difficulty 

of this task? _____________ 

Table 2: Table represents a completion of Task #1 timed by minutes:seconds and a rating scale of 1 to 5.  

  
Participant 1: Rick 

 
Participant 2: Cassie 

 
Participant 3: Stephanie 

 
Time it took to complete 
the task (min:sec):  

 
03:05 

 
05:52 

 
03:25 

 
Rating by Participant:  

 
4 

 
4 

 
3 

 

Task #1 Summary:  All three participants easily navigated to the “Dogs Available” page very quickly. All 

participants by instinct took time to read available dog bios and navigate to the “Canine Adoption 

Application” without much issue. The biggest issue that two participants reported was that some of the 

bios contained hyperlinks at the bottom, while others did not. Some other small issues of note, one 

participant was confused by the term “sato” (Spanish for “feral” dog) and thought that may provide 

confusion for some adopters. Also, one participant was confused by the terminology “applications 

closed” and was unsure as to if that dog was unavailable or not. With the adoption application, one 

participant felt there should be an option to their save application at any point noting that the 

application seemed long. Overall, they thought it was easy to navigate and could easily go back and 

forth between adoptable dogs.  

Task #2: Let us say you adopted the dog you picked out earlier and brought him/her home. You have a 

question about the dog’s medical records. Who would you contact and how? _____________________ 

➢ On the same scale of 1 to 5 how would you rate the difficulty of this task? _____________ 

Table 3: Table represents a completion of Task #2 timed by minutes:seconds and a rating scale of 1 to 5.  

  
Participant 1: Rick 

 
Participant 2: Cassie 

 
Participant 3: Stephanie 

 
Time it took to complete 
the task (min:sec):  

 
01:40 

 
01:05 

 
00:58 

 
Rating by Participant:  

 
2 

 
5 

 
5 



 

Task #2 Summary: Researchers initially suspected that when participants would complete this task, they 

would start by navigating to the “about” page then going to “about our team” to find a contact then fill 

out the contact form. However, all participants immediately navigated to the “contact” page and 

described either filling out the contact form with their medical questions or by copy and pasting the 

paws4survival@gmail.com email address from the contact page into a new email tab. Overall, 

participants thought it was an easy task to accomplish, although Participant 1 rated it a 2 out of 5 saying 

that task was more difficult.  

Task #3: It has been a few weeks and unfortunately your new dog is not adjusting well to your home. 

You are thinking that this dog may not have been a good fit. What is Paws4Survival’s policy to return a 

dog or cat? _________________________________________ 

➢ How would you rate the difficulty of this task from 1-5? ____________ 

Table 4: Table represents a completion of Task #3 timed by minutes:seconds and a rating scale of 1 to 5.  

  
Participant 1: Rick 

 
Participant 2: Cassie 

 
Participant 3: Stephanie 

 
Time it took to complete 
the task (min:sec):  

 
01:12 

 
01:16 

 
00:35 

 
Rating by Participant:  

 
4 

 
5 

 
5 

 

Task #3 Summary: All participants described their initial instinct was to navigate to the FAQ section in 

the “about” page. Many stated they figured that others may have asked that question before. All 

participants were able to navigate the page easily and scroll to the bottom where they found a direct 

answer to the Paws4Survival return policy.  

Task #4: You want to support the organization, but do not want to donate money. How else can you 

donate? ______________________________________________ 

➢ How would you rate the difficulty of this task from 1-5? _____________ 

Table 5: Table represents a completion of Task #4 timed by minutes:seconds and a rating scale of 1 to 5.  

  
Participant 1: Rick 

 
Participant 2: Cassie 

 
Participant 3: Stephanie 

 
Time it took to complete 
the task (min:sec):  

 
01:01 

 
02:57 

 
02:30 

mailto:paws4survival@gmail.com


 
Rating by Participant:  

 
4/5 

 
5 

 
2 

 

Task #4 Summary: All participants found that users can donate supplies other than money under the 

donation page. They all found the “donate supplies” option and some chose to navigate to the Amazon 

wish list out of curiosity. Participant 2 found that an address was not provided to send items from the 

wish list directly to a Paws4Survival address. Participant 2 felt that it may take a few extra steps to find 

an address to send supplies to. Participant 3 seemed initially confused by the wording of the question 

but was able to navigate to the donation page.  

Task #5: You decide you want to make a difference for Paws4Survival by volunteering. How would you 

do that on this website? ___________________________________________ 

➢ How would you rate the difficulty of this task from 1-5? _____________” 

Table 6: Table represents a completion of Task #5 timed by minutes:seconds and a rating scale of 1 to 5.  

  
Participant 1: Rick 

 
Participant 2: Cassie 

 
Participant 3: Stephanie 

 
Time it took to complete 
the task (min:sec):  

 
01:37 

 
01:34 

 
00:36 

 
Rating by Participant:  

 
4 

 
3 

 
2 

 

Task #5 Summary: Participants had different strategies for navigating this question. Participant 2 noted 

that perhaps there should be a clear volunteer page even if the organization is not accepting volunteers 

at that current time. All participants noted the “foster” page but did not initially associate fostering as a 

way to volunteer.  

  

https://www.amazon.com/gp/registry/wishlist/14PDEBRRW50AG/ref=cm_sw_su_w
https://www.amazon.com/gp/registry/wishlist/14PDEBRRW50AG/ref=cm_sw_su_w


 

Table 7: Table represents mean rates of time to complete by task and mean of ratings. A Completion 

Rate is included, but some information is marked with a “- -” indicating that after testing with 

participants the task had multiple ways to navigate and could not be measured.  

  
Task 1 

 
Task 2 

 
Task 3 

 
Task 4 

 
Task 5 

 
Mean time to 
complete: 

 
04:12 

 
01:24 

 
01:02 

 
02:15 

 
01:26 

 
Mean rating: 

 
3.67 

 
4 

 
4.67 

 
3.84 

 
3 

 
Completion 
Rate:  

 
100% 

 
_ _ 

 
100% 

 

 
100% 

 
_ _ 

 

Problem Factors  

There was one function that did not seem to work properly. When Participant 2 clicked on a hyperlink in 

one of the dog bios under the “dogs available tab” the site navigated to another tab she was using for 

Facebook. A pop-up prompted her to leave Facebook. When she clicked “follow link” button it brought 

her to the canine adoption application.  

Artifact 1: message displayed after one of the hyperlinks was clicked 

 

Participant 2 and Participant 3 found that some of the adoption bios contained a hyperlink at the 

bottom that brought users to the adoption applications while some were not clickable.  

Participant 2 found that when navigating to the amazon wish list under the “Donate” tab, there was no 

address provided directly on the amazon page to send the supplies to.  

 



Website Improvement Recommendations 

At the conclusion of the task portion, participants were asked on their overall impression of the website 

and suggestions to improve the website. Some features that participants offered were:  

o Add a search engine capable of filtering adoptable animals by specific preferences (i.e. breed, 

age, size etc.)  

o Change the banner on the homepage, the text overlay is distracting 

o Add hyperlinks where links are included 

o Add a clear volunteer section if they are looking for volunteers 

o Add more photos and videos of adoptable animals 

o Change the name of “happy endings” page because it is unclear (i.e. change to “stories” or 

“success stories”) 

o Add a google form to the adoption page that could be saved and continued later 

Conclusion 

Overall, participants found the website to be easy to navigate. They all felt most of the tasks given to 

them were easy. They thought the pictures and videos were a good way to invoke emotion and were a 

necessary part of the page. Regarding the general layout and user interface, two participants mentioned 

that the banner/cover photo needed editing. One participant thought the banner needed picture that 

created strong emotion and the other did not like the text overlay and thought that a different font may 

be needed. Regarding functionality and user experience, two participants mentioned the need for 

hyperlinks where links are given (i.e. the link to the dog adoption application at the bottom of the 

animal bio or the Paws4Survival contact mailing link on the contacts page). 

This activity taught me the importance of clear and concise direction when conducting research 

experiences. In the future I would be more specific with some of my tasks. While I expected that 

participants would go in one direction, they would find multiple ways to complete a task or go in a 

different direction than I initially intended. This activity taught me how important it is to be prepared 

when conducting a research study. There are many materials and thought processes that go into 

planning. You must be prepared for different scenarios when working with participants with various 

ranges of backgrounds and experiences .  

 


